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PRACTICE 1 
 

WARM UP SKILL DRILLS SKILL DRILLS DEVOTIONS SKILL DRILLS PLAYS 

Dynamic 
Stretching/ 
Running 

Dribbling Passing 
Devotion/Prayer/ 
Memory Verse 

Shooting 
Offensive/ 

Defensive Plays 

:00–:05 :05–:15 :15–:25 :25–:33 :33–:45 :45–End 

WARM UP 
 High Knees: Start on the baseline and run to half court, emphasizing a high knee kick.  

 Backward Kicks: Start on the baseline and run to half court, emphasizing kicking backwards.  

 Karaoke: Start on the baseline facing the sideline. Criss-cross legs, alternating in front and behind. 

 Defensive Slides: Slide to half court facing the sideline. Slide back to the baseline facing the same sideline. 

 Toy Soldiers: While walking to half court, alternate high leg kicks, keeping legs straight. While kicking the leg as 

high as possible to stretch the hamstrings, touch that foot with the opposite arm. When that foot touches the 

ground, repeat that exercise on the other leg and so forth. It should be a continuous motion. 

 Jumping Jacks: Do jumping jacks for 20 or 30 repetitions. 

 Lunges: Alternate legs while lunging to half court. 

 High Skips: Skip to half court. With every skip, try to jump as high as possible. 

 
 

DRIBBLING SKILL DRILLS 
 

 Stationary Dribbling: Each player has a ball and dribbles in place, with the opposite hand up to serve as a guard 

hand from the defender. The player should be in a low stance and bending at the knees rather than the waist, with 

the back straight (as if sitting in an imaginary chair). The player will begin dribbling with the right hand (knee high) 

for 30 seconds, then switch to the left hand. After another 30 seconds, switch to crossover dribbles, or v-dribbles, 

in front of the player’s body. Crossover dribbles alternate from the right hand to the left hand. For advanced 

players, they can also try one-handed side v-dribbles on the side of their body, dribbling front to back so that the 

ball is traveling in a v pattern. Try this with both the right and left hands. 

 Main Points: Stance (like sitting in a chair), dribbling height (knee high), eyes and head looking up (not 

watching the ball) 

 Dribbling Laps: Players form 3 or 4 lines on the baseline. The first player up in each line has a ball and is in triple 

threat position. When the whistle blows, players dribble, at a speed where they can control the basketball, toward 

the other end of the court. Have the players return back dribbling with the same hand. This drill can be repeated 

with left-hand dribbling.  

 

PASSING SKILL DRILLS 
 

 Partner Passing: The teams will be lined up in the court area (use cones if necessary). Initial drill we be 

stationary passing with chest and bounce. Teaching points: Fingertips pointing to target. “TIPS TO 

TARGET!”, thumbs pointing down. Players may need help with aiming point for the bounce pass, 3/4ths 

the way to partner. 
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 2-Man Passing: Two lines are formed on the baseline: one in the corner and one in line with the lane. 

Balls should all be in one line, and each player should be matched up with a player in the other line. The 

first player from each line starts out facing each other. They will make passes back and forth to half court, 

maintaining spacing the whole time.  The outside line will be sliding down the sideline, and the inside line 

will be sliding equal to the lane extended. Once the players reach half court, have them switch sides and 

go back down the opposite sideline towards the baseline where they started, so that it can be a 

continuous drill. After doing chest passes a couple times, have them work on bounce passes while doing 

the same drill. 

 Main Points: Good passes, court spacing, footwork 

 

DEVOTION 

SHOOTING SKILL DRILLS 
 Layup Lines: Players form two lines at half court, one near each sideline. The right line starts with the 

balls. The first player in line will dribble the ball in for a right hand layup, while the player on the left side 

will run in and rebound the ball. The players then switch lines. Practice this drill for both right side and left 

side layups.  

 Main Points: 45 degree angle to the basket, shoot with right hand on right side, shoot with left 

hand on left side, jump off inside leg, only 2 steps to shoot once dribble is picked up 

 Around the World: Players take shots from the baseline, the wing, the free throw line, the opposite wing, 

and the opposite baseline. If players are in teams this can be done as a competition. Each team has to 

make 10 shots at each spot before moving on to the next shooting spot. The goal is to get through all five 

spots and then come back around again to the spot they first started from. For more advanced players, 

this drill can also be done by moving all shooting spots outside the three point line. 

 Main Points: Player shoots and rebounds own ball (follow your shot) 

 Free Throws: Players work on shooting free throws and perfecting shooting form. The acronym BEEF 

can be helpful for teaching proper shooting form. “B” stands for “balance,” so the shooter should have a 

good stance with the knees bent. “E” stands for “eyes” because the shooter must pick out a target and 

keep his or her eyes fixed on that spot. The second “E” stands for “elbow;” it is important that the shooters 

elbow is directly under the ball as it sits in the shooting hand so that the ball goes straight when shot. “F” 

stands for “follow through;” after the ball is shot, the shooting arm should be fully extended with the wrist 

flexed toward the basket.  

 Main Points: Work on shooting form, develop a comfortable rhythm at the free throw line 

Defense 

 Defensive Stance Positioning 

a) Players feet should be shoulder width apart, keep knees bent, and be in a “sitting” position. 

b) Your knees should never be leaning past the end of your toes – this is bad for your knees, and indicates 

that you are leaning forward instead of in a sitting position. 

c) Players head should be up, back should be straight. Players weight should be evenly distributed on the 

“balls of their feet,” never lean back on the heels. 

d) Hand and Arms should be up and out with palms facing up. 

e) Players should always stay low and level (younger players tend to “bounce up and down” when doing 

defensive drills). 
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 Step Slide Drill 

The step slide is just what its name implies (you step and slide to either the right or the left). Players should 

stay low, and level (and never step slide bobbing up and down). Start slow and ensure players do not “cross” 

their feet, its “step and slide” only! Players start in a good “defensive” stance, then “Step” outward with one 

foot, then “Slide” the opposite foot towards the other foot. Feet should never touch or cross. You can use the 

paint (area between where players stand during a free throw) to you this drill. 

 

 Man to Man Defense 

In a man to man defense each player is assigned one specific player on the opposing team to guard. As they 

guard their assigned player they will be in several different positions depending on where the ball is on the 

court. 

1. If their assigned player has the ball they will position themselves between that player and the basket in the 

defensive position. Staying in front of their assignment by sliding their feet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. If the ball is one pass away from their assigned player they will play deny defense, by stepping slightly into 

the passing lane with their arm extended. Keeping their eye on their assignment and the ball. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. If the ball is more than one pass away for their assignment they can take a few steps away toward the ball 

having one hand toward their assignment and one hand toward the ball. Always keeping an eye on the ball 

and their assignment.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


